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ABSTRACT

, A circuit utilizing transistors has been developed for the. ' 
efficient control of relatively large, amounts of power« Rapid 
switching must be Used to maintain the power elements in a high efficiency 
mode of operation.

The various possible configurations .for the final power stages 
have been critically examined» Three systems have, been proposed for 
controlling the proportion of OK time of the power •switchj the 
analytical relationships describing these systems have, been normalized 
to permit direct comparison among them. The most promising system 

has been subjected to thorough analysis, including a step-by-step 
design procedureo This circuit has been constructed and.tested3 
differences between theory and experimental results have been explained« 

The. final control circuit has been shown to be reliable,. simple, 
and practical; several applications have been presented0
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION

Controllable Switching Circuits ;
The goal of this thesis is the development of a transistor circuit 

for the efficient control of moderate amounts of pot?er to be delivered 
to an electrical load.

First, let us clarify some termss
lo The power under discussion is of the order of one hundred 

to two hundred watts = This may be called "high" by an audio 
amplifier designer| on the other hand, it is miniscule to a 
designer of large electrical generators® For many engineering 
applications, it is usually all the power that may be neededj 
hence, our use of the term "moderate®81 

2® Our prime requirement is that the control system runs "cool,"
i.e®, not requiring extensive cooling systems® This goal may 
be achieved only if the power dissipation within the control 
system is no more than about ten watts; hence, the required ' : 

efficiency is about 90 to 95 percent®
3® We will assume that the "electrical load" is a fixed resistor, 

although other types of loads are equally applicable ® Also, 
we will assume that the power source is a fixed DC voltage ®
The control signal will be a low-level DC voltage®
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The simplest method of adjusting the power delivered to a 
resistive load is the addition of a variable dissipator in series 
with it, i.e., between the power source and the load. It can be 
shown that the maximum power that may have to be dissipated in the 
series control element is one-fourth of the maximum load power. 
(See Figure 1.1) This is intolerably high, so that we must use a 
more elegant system to achieve the desired high efficiency.

Figure 1.1, Series Dissipator

Pmax = maximum load power = E /R (this occurs when R<> «* 0). 
Maximum dissipation in Rc = l/4 Pmax (this occurs when Rc = R).

A mechanical switch is certainly a highly efficient control 
device; kilowatts of power may be switched on and off with minimal 
loss (dissipation) in the switch itself. This is true simply because 
the ideal mechanical switch can sustain no voltage drop when it is 
closed, whereas no current flows through it when it is open. Since

series control element = Rc

DC power source 
= E
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the power dissipated in the switch is the product of the current 
flowing through it and the voltage drop across it, this power is ' 
always zero. Practical switches do have a small hut finite voltage
drop when closed, and a small but finite leakage current when open,
so that there is some power dissipation within the switch at all 
times. These losses, however, are usually so small that they may 
be neglected. -

In the following chapters, it will be shown that when transistors 
are used in the switching mode, their characteristics closely approxi= 
mate an ideal mechanical switch. Therefore, transistors may be used 
for highly efficient power transfer..

Our goal, however, is not merely to apply full power or zero 
power to a load; we wish to be able to control the amount of power 
at any point between 0$ and 100$ of full power. Fortunately, there
are many types of loads (such, as DC motors, incandescent lamps,
heaters, etc.) that have an inherent time lag, i.e., they do not 
respond instantaneously to a change in power. For these loads, a 
rapidly pulsating DC voltage has the same effect as a steady voltage 
whose value is lower than the source voltage. Thus, we may overcome 
the inherent limitation of all switches (namely, that they are either 
fully on or completely off) by causing the switching element to 
oscillate much more rapidly than the load.can respond. Under these
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conditions, the effective power into a resistive load is times
pon, and the average voltage across any load is E times pon. u-pon,11 
by definition, is equal to the ratio of the "on" time of the rapidly 
oscillating switch to the total time for one cycle. (See Figure 1.2)
The problem of controlling the power into the load has been transformed 
into the problem of controlling p0n> this can be done by the circuits 
described in later chapters.

Figure 1.2, Series Switch

switching element
1 ■■

Pon = t(on)/t(total)

E - R
E — t

t(on) t(off)

t(total) «= T

To digress briefly, it is interesting to note that, for some 
applications, a pulsating DC voltage may be preferable to a steady 

DC voltage whose value can be varied. For example, some DC motors 
are difficult to control at very low speeds because the armature brush 
contact barrier is difficult to break down at a steady low voltage; no 
such difficulty exists when a pulsating high voltage is used. Thus,
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even if we were not primarily interested in high efficiency,, or.if 
we were willing to use an efficient electro-mechanical system for 
smoothly varying the source voltage (e»g,, a variable voltage trans
former followed by rectifiers and filters), there would still be a 
definite need for a pulsating control system.

In subsequent chapters, various circuits will be proposed for 
controlling the proportion of “on" time of a transistor switch. The 
principal consideration will be engineering practicality, rather than 
theoretical possibility® Thus, one circuit which theoretically could 
be used to provide power control at any power level from zero to Pmax 
will be discarded because of excessive dependence on circuit parameters 
such as transistor current gain. Another circuit will be shown that 

meets all the requirements of high efficiency^ smooth power, control, 
(i.e., linearity of response), relative independence from variations 
in circuit parameters, high power gain, etc., and yet is relatively
simple. A complete analysis will be performed on the latter circuit,

' ' . - ' ■and a step-by-step design procedure will be outlined.
Finally, the experimental results obtained from a specific example 

of this circuit will be compared with the theoretical predictions! 
difference between the two will be explained.

The specific example mentioned above is a portion of a complete 
servo system, whose purpose is to maintain accurately the temperature 
of an oven. Several of these systems have been built and have been in
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continual operation for over a year with excellent results^ ..which 
lends weight to the thesis that such transistor circuits are both 
practical and reliablec



Chapter 2 
GEKESIS

The design of an efficient power control circuit did not 
originate as an academic problem; it grew out of the need to solve 
a specific control problem,. Several systems had already been used 
for the purpose, with varying degrees of success0 Since these 
systems utilized a wide range of active control elements, comparison 
between transistors and other active devices may best be made within 
the framework of the project requirements =
201 Project Requirements

The object to be controlled is a small oven whose temperature 
must be held within 0o0 ^  or better. The first problem, of course, 
is obtaining a temperature detector whose accuracy and reliability 
is consistent with the overall requirements; the solution and history 
of this problem, while interesting, is not germane to this thesis. The 
second problem is the development of the final.power control section.
The last problem is the design of the complete feedback loop, from the 
temperature transducer to the power output; more will be said about this 
in the final chapter. For the present, we will concentrate ©n the power, 
control section, bearing in mind that it must be amenable'to overall 
feedback.

7
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The heater winding of the oven is essentially a resistance whose 

value is about 8 to 12 ohms0 Prior tests Indicated that a power of 
approximately 40 watts is necessary to maintain oven temperature# while 
twice this power should be. available for rapid warm-up from a cold
start. Hence, a maximum load voltage of 28 to 30 volts is satisfactorŷ  .

2Pmax will be at least 28 /l2 . =• 65 watts,
2,2 Historical Development .

The original commercially manufactured controller used on this 
project operated a relay to supply either full power or no power to the 
oven. Since the oven takes 3 to 10 seconds for a change in heater 
power to be felt at the active surface, the relay was adjusted to have 
about a ten-second cycling period. Unfortunately, this resulted in 
excessive temperature fluctuations® The relay was then readjusted for a 
three-second period which reduced the fluctuations to a more tolerable 

level. Then, however, the relay rapidly deteriorated (since it was 
operating much faster than its design allowed). Finally, the relay was 
readjusted for a ten-second cycle, but it switched Only 10$ of the total 
power into the load. Reliability was still low, temperature fluctuations 
were not as low as desired, and the entire system was extremely sluggish 
(the oven required a long time to warm up from a cold start since only a 
small excess power was being supplied). In addition, a rise or fall in 
line voltage or any change of ambient temperature threw the.system but of 
its control range altogether. Evidently, this system represented an unfor
tunate compromise among the various evils.
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Controller #2 also depended upon a relay for load power switching, 
but used electronic "anticipation" to reduce temperature fluctuations0 
This system reduced some of the bad features of the original controller 
to tolerable proportions; it now has the status of a reserve system,,

Controller #3 had a thyratron as a power switch* The thyratron
proved rather unreliable, and this controller also has been relegated

' > ■ . . ' 'to reserve status.
Controller #4, with a saturable reactor as the switching element, 

suffered from inadequate overall design* Although it might possibly have 
been made usable, it was scrapped*

The final historical item, controller #5, was never purchased 
because it was far too expensive, . It depended on a motor driving a 
variable transformer to supply power to the load.
2*3 Comparison of Active Elements

Conspicuous by their absence are controllers that use hard vacuum 
tubes as the power controlling element* The reason is evident; vacuum 
tubes are excessively inefficient as switches. Even the gas-filled tubes 
(tbyratrons) of controller #3 are inefficient* The filaments themselves 
draw many watts of power, and the plate-to-cathode voltage drop is one or 
more orders of magnitude greater than the drop across a transistor in 
saturation. The prime advantage of tbyratrons is the high voltage that 
they can tolerate in,the "off" state; their principal disadvantage in 
comparison with transistors are their much high dissipation,•lower reliability 
and shorter lifetime. The high cost of power tbyratrons is also a factor*



Relays have the obvious advantage of very high efficiency and 
high voltage capabilities«, The Slow speed, however, virtually rules. \ \
them out of the picture for precision equipment o Any attempt to 
increase their speed of response results in a severe reduction in 
their reliability. Although their limitations may be somewhat off
set by elegant circuit design in the overall, control loop, e,g,., 
controller #2, relays certainly do not represent the ultimate in 
control, ,

Saturable reactors show great promise in power control. They 
have an efficiency comparable to transistors, a much higher voltage 
capability, and a somewhat better reliability. They do cost more, 
are bulkier, and are still largely "custom" items. Their main dis
advantage as control elements is their slow speed of responsei 
although this is not as severe as relays, they require several cycles 
of line frequency to respond to a change in control signal. This 
delay may amount to tenths of a second, and represents an undesirable 
lag in the overall control loop. Both saturable reactors and.thyratrons 
share the characteristic that they must be used with an AG power.source^ 
this may be a disadvantage from the point of view of the entire control 
system.

Electromechanical systems (controller #5) are expensive, very bulky, 
and frequently unreliable. Part of the expense is due to the exotic 
electronics needed to compensate for the slow speed of the final stage,
. However, they are capable of controlling very large amounts of power with 
excellent efficiency.



Solid-state tbyratrons ("silicon controlled rectifiers") are not 
presently in use for this type of temperature controller« They combine 
the advantages of gas tube tbyratrons with the compactness, reliability, 
and high efficiency of transistors, and will undoubtedly see Much use in 
the near future for many purposes., Their main drawback is their high 
initial cost; this should be corrected within the next few years0

It should be noted that all the controllers (with the exception of 
the motor-transformer controller) depend on the principle of time- 
proportioning the power to the load® Thus,'" their active elements are 
operating in the switching mode, achieving (more or,less) the high. - 
efficiency which was described in Chapter 1 as the prime goal of the 
circuit to be developed®
2®4 Importance of Switching Speed

Before leaving the general topic of rapid switching, we should note 
that the final power control section should be capable of action several. 
orders of magnitude "faster than the load can respond, rather than only 
somewhat faster® The design of the rest of the control system is thereby 
much simplified® For example, the transistor circuit to be described later 
operates at a frequency of about 300 cycles per second, and responds to a 
change in control signal within less than one-half cycle, i®e, within 

2 milliseconds® The complete control system as described in the final 
chapter uses internal feedback with a time constant of about 0®$0 seconds, 
which is much, faster than the lag of the external-feedback loop (several 
seconds)® Moreover, the internal feedback uses low pass filtering'at twq
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points with time constants about 10 to 100 millisecondsj this filtering 
would be completely ineffective without the rapid switch oscillatione .
As these figures indicate# the overall system has. several lag-type time 
constants which would definitely lead to Instability except for the fact 
that they are staggered in magnitude =, This simple staggering could not 
be accomplished without the power switch operating thousands of times 
faster than the load, can respond® Transistorss therefore^'are eminently . 
suitable| many of the other devices are not suitable, even though they 
may respond ten to one hundred times as fast as the load®.



Chapter 3 
TRANSISTORS IN THE SWITCHING MODE"

3.1 Static Efficiency
The high static efficiency of transistors in the switching mode 

may be seen by examining their output characteristics• Figure 3*1 
displays the common, emitter output characteristics of the 2KL74 PNP

Figure 3.1, Output Characteristics of 2N174

-1 j— i.
T

0 la
0 -U -8 —12 -16 —20

Vce (volts)
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germanium power transistorIt can readily be seen that the voltage 
drop (Vce) across the transistor is very low when in saturation̂ , while 
the leakage current (lc) is quite low when in the cut-off region0 

To demonstrate more precisely the transistor's behavior as a 
switch, the regions of interest have been expanded in Fig,'s 3=2 and 
3=3= If we assume a supply voltage (e) equal to -28 volts, and a load 
resistor (r) of 7 ohms, the "on" current (lc) will be -4 amperes,so 
that the power switched into the load will be 112. watts= As shown in 
Fig= 3=2, a forward drive current of Ih = -160 ma is quite sufficient 
to drive the transistor into saturation,, Under these conditions, Vces 
-0=3 volts, so that the collector junction dissipation is 0=3 x 4 «=.lo2 
watts, only 1% of the switched power= We can see from Fig= 3=3 that, a 
reverse bias of K  “ "K)«3 ma Is Sufficient to turn off the transistor. 

when VCe = -28 volts = Tlie lealcage current .(lCo) under these conditions 
is so small that Flg= 3=3 does not provide sufficient resolution for a 
precise measurement= By expanding the current seal® even further, the , 
author found that XCo was -Do4 ma= Hence, the power dissipation in the 
"off" state is 28 x =0004 ®. 00112 watts0

^Superscripts refer to credits listed at the end Of the thesis=
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Figure 3.2, Saturation Region
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Figure 3.4, Input Characteristics

(volts)

To complete the discussion, we must examine the transistor's 
input characteristics (Fig# 3*^). When the transistor is to be back 
biased, a few tenths of a volt is more than enough to produce the 
small reverse base current; drive power is negligible# When the tran
sistor is "on," the forward base current (1% * -160 ma) requires a
drive voltage between -0.3 and -0.6 volts, depending on how far into
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saturation the transistor has gonea The drive power, therefore, is 
about 065 volts times 0ol6 amperes m o08 watts« This drive power 
must be added to the "output" dissipation of the transistor, in order 
to find the total dissipation0 Consideration of the magnitudes involved, 
however, enables us to make the following approximation? the only major 
power dissipated by the switching transistor is Vces (the saturation 
voltage drop from collector to emitter) times Ic, and this occurs only 
when the transistor is "on"* Drive power and "off" power are negligible 
in comparisono

We should note at this point that the 2EL74 transistor is one of 
the earliest power transistors manufactured«, The author has tested 
numerous units over a period of three years, and has found that they 
display a consistency comparable to vacuum tubes0 Forward current gain . 
varies within 20$ (of the value shown), saturation voltage is accurate to 
50$ and reverse bias current (and leakage current) is within a factor of 
2 or 3= Hence, we may safely say that a forward drive current of -160 ma 
and a reverse drive current of >1 ma win enable the 2N17^ transistor to 
switch ~28 volts at =4 amperes with a static "on" power loss of less than 
2 wattso Normal parameter variations will not substantially affect these 

figureso
3o2 Configuration of Final Stage -

Until now, we have tacitly assumed that the switching transistor is 
used in the common emitter configuration© The other modes of connection 
(common base or collector) certainly have some factors in their favor©



The common collector circuits, for example, tend to be simpler in 
design, particularly when we consider the inevitable transistor 
heat sinkso In order to obtain maximum thermal conductivity, the 
manufacturer of power transistors almost always fabricates the 
transistor collector directly onto the metal case 0 If the circuit 
is designed in such a way that the collector is at ground potential, 
no electrical insulation need be used between the transistor case and 
the mounting chassiso This helps to reduce the total thermal resistance 
between the transistor8s collector junction and ambient air, increasing 
the power capability and reliability Of the power switcho The common 
base configuration, on the other hand, has a much higher frequency 
response (hence, more rapid switching) than either of the other con
figurations » It also has the highest voltage capabilities, therefore 
the greatest power handling potential0 Why, then, is' the.common emitter 
connection the most popular? The answer lies in the drive circuitry,,. As 
shown in Fig, 3°5> the unity voltage gain of a common collector output 
stage requires the driving stage to swing the full limits of the output 
voltage, whereas the unity current gain of common base requires the drive 
current to be as great as the output current. In the latter case, moreover 
a positive power supply must be provided in addition to the negative output 
power supply; both power supplies must have high current capabilities.
The common emitter ease is the only one that simultaneously meets all the
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Figure 3.5 
Drive Required For Final Stage

Common Emitter

ON: low negative voltage,
moderate current

OFF: low positive voltage, 
low current

(high negative DC voltage) 
E

Common Base

ON: low positive voltage,
high current

• OFF: low negative voltage, 
low current

Common Collector

E

o-

E -

ON: high negative voltage,
moderate current

OFF: low positive voltage, 
low current
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following drive requirementss (l) low drive voltage, (2) moderate 
drive current, and (3) a drive voltage (for the "on" state) of the 
same polarity aq the final power source„
3o3 dynamic Losses

Let. us now consider the effect of. finite switching time on the
power dissipated in the output transistor« In Appendix I, it is
shown that the average transistor power dissipation is

* Ponies/®^ (3°l)

where tg is the total switching time per cycle, i.e«, the sum of the
rise time and fall time, and T is the total time for one cycle» (We

2 ■ ; . , .. .
have already defined Pmax a,s E /R, and p0n as t(on)/T. „) If the switching

frequency l/T is very low, so that T is illimitably large, the only 

power loss is the static loss PonPffiax^cs/®0 Since PonPmax is the actual 
power delivered to the load,.the losses, are a fixed proportion of the 

output power and the efficiency of the output stage is equal to one minus
Vcs/E, independently of pon« For the example considered before, we had
E = "-28 volts and Vcs ~ -0»3 volts, so that the efficiency was about
99$0 We may now consider the dynamic switching losses s assume a switching
frequency of $00 cps (so that T s= 2 milliseconds.), a rise time and fall
time of 20 microseconds each (so that tg = o0U milliseconds); R was 7 ohms 
so that Pmax ~ 112 watts. Substituting into equation (3.1), we find that 
the average transistor dissipation will be. 112 (.0033 +. <>01 pon) watts.
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When pon is close to 1, the dissipation has increased by one-third 
due to losses during switching5 these losses remain constant so long 
as the switching frequency doesn't change, and we see that they can 
be a significant portion of the overall dissipationo Therefore, it is 
important to have the power switch operate as rapidly as possible; 
simultaneously, the switching frequency should be set to the lowest 
practical value commensurate with the load requirements»
3o4 Causes of Failure

Let us examine some of the possible causes of failure of the 
output transistoro 
3o40l Temperature

The most obvious danger is heat0 If the switching transistor
ceases operating as a switch, it was shown in Chapter 1 that it may.
have to dissipate as much as 25$ of PmaXo In our example, the transistor 
as a switch is called upon to dissipate only 1$ of Pmaxo A 25-fold 
increase in heat production may be sufficient to raise the collector 
junction temperature above the limit at which it is destroyed0 To 
illustrates assume Tj(absolute maximum) = 95°C, ambient temperature - 
250C, and net thermal resistance from collector to air = 50C/watto 
If Pmax = 100 watts, then the normal temperature rise is less .than 1$ 
x 100 watts x 5°C/watts = 5°C, bringing the collector junction to 30°G,

a perfectly reasonable value a An abnormal condition which br ings the 
transistor out of the switching mode could result in a temperature rise
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of 25$ x 100 watts x 5°c/watt = 1250C» the collector junction will
O 'reach 150 C, and the transistor will surely be destroyed.

The transistor need be only slightly out of the switching mode 
for the extra heat to precipitate a runaway condition. Specifically, 
a rise in temperature will increase both the cutoff leakage current Ico 
and the required back bias current. The power dissipation during cutoff* 
P(off), will not be negligible once the transistor requirements exceed 
the capabilities of the back bias network. For examplej, we had previously 
calculated the value of P(6ff) by assuming a reverse bias current 1% of at 
least -K>.3 ma in Fig. 3=3° If It.is reduced to zero* Ico increases from 
-0.4 ma to =20 ma, increasing P(off) fifty-fold. The increased power loss 
raises the temperature* which raises the value of Ico* causing further 
dissipation, etc, without limit.

Bote that the runaway occurs, when.the transistor is in the "off" 
state, but it may be triggered by any source of heating. Therefore, .

1. the forward drive must be sufficient to keep the transistor 
in saturation during the "on" statej

2. the dynamic losses during switching must not be excessive, 
and must be included in the dissipation calculations$ :

3. the thermal construction must be such that the transistor 
junction temperature is kept down to a moderate value| and

4. the reverse bias must be sufficient to maintain the transistor 
in cutoff at the highest expected junction temperature.
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The calculation of the reverse drive can be performed only after the ; 
three preceding' items have been worked out, I
3 o 4 < , 2  Voltage

The second cause of failure is excessive voltage across the output 
transistor. This may arise in two ways: improper interpretation of
"maximum voltage" ratings# and excessive inductance in the load. ,

The breakdown voltage rating most commonly listed in manufacturers ° 
specification sheets refers to the collector-to-base diode with the emitter 
terminal open (BV^q ). When the transistor is used in the common base 
configuration# this rating honestly represents the maximum safe output 
voltageo However# when the transistor is connected common emitth? or 
common collector# the maximum voltage (Vce) is generally lower than 
in many cases# V^max is one-half (or less) of the specified Some
times the manufacturer separately specifies the maximum safe collector-to- 
emitter voltage, listing it as BVceo# BVees# BVcer# or BVcex.. These ratings 
are the collector-to-emitter breakdown voltages with the base open# shorted 
to emitter# connected through a resistor to the emitter# or reverse biased 
with regard to the emitter# respectively. Occasionally# even more infotma- 
tion is supplied regarding the safe common emitter operating region.*3 
When such information is not specifically stated# the transistor circuit 
designer must exercise extreme caution to assure himself of jfehe voltage; 

capabilities of the transistor. ■ !
The high voltage portion of the common emitter output characteristics 

frequently displays negative resistance to the right of the Ib = 0 curve. .'



If the load line extends into this region, it may cross the reverse 
bias curve at more them one point, as shown in Fig. 3*6. If this is 
so, then application of reverse bias will not cause the transistor to 
switch all the way to cutoff (point "C" of Fig. 3*6). The transistor 
will either stabilize where the load line crosses the characteristics 
curve at a high power point, or will oscillate in the high power region. 
(See Appendix II for mathematical analysis.) Either occurrence is fatal; 
the transistor will rapidly heat itself to destruction. Best practice is 
to avoid altogether voltages greater than BVceo.

Figure 3*6, Negative Resistance at High Vpg

lb = reverse bias

Load Line
High Power

Desired Cutoff

V,ceBVceo

NOTE: Current at cutoff point “C" is greatly exaggerated
for clarity.
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In the voltage failures described so far, temperature rise of the 
entire collector junction is the villain., Since the heat generated at 
the junction tends to be averaged in time, high voltage and current 
operation is permissible for. several microseconds as long as the duty 
cycle is suitably low. A "second breakdown" has been described, however, 
at which the transistor is destroyed almost instantaneously.^ Failure 
apparently is caused by "current channeling" in which the collector 
current is concentrated into a small tunnel through the base region. 
Intense, rapid, local heating ensues, resulting in a spot short from 
collector to emitter. It is unwise, therefore, to allow a surge of 
voltage even for a few microseconds, as might happen with a slightly 
inductive load. This type of failure can be prevented most easily by 
placing a suitable breakdown diode across the transistor, or a capacitor 
across the load. The physical mechanism involved in second breakdown is 
not completely understood^ the reference cited makes no attempt at 
mathematical treatment other than the presentation of qualitative 
empirical data.



Chapter 4 
THE DRIVING STAGE

As described In Chapter 3# the power-handling transistor (ioe0̂  the 
final stage of the controller) must be kept in the switching mode in order 
to prevent the generation of excessive, destructive heat® The driving t 
stage, therefore, must insure that the final stage. " ,

1® has sufficient forward drive when "on"; . i . '
20 has sufficient reverse bias when "off"; and
3o can be switched rapidly from one state to the other, in.

order to minimize dynamic losses®
Fortunately, over-designing to meet the first two requirements will 

enhance satisfaction of the third® Specifically, the turn-on time is 
reduced as the forward drive current is increased, and turn-off time is 
reduced as the reverse bias current is increased®^ We are not particularly 
concerned with storage time, since the transistor is in saturation during 
storage ® ." ■■

The driving stage is subject to considerations similar,to the final 
stage, since the driver itself is required to handle moderate amounts of 
power in order to drive the final stage properly® %  the time one reaches 
the pre-driver stage, the power level is generally sufficiently low so that 
this stage need not be maintained in the switching mode at all times® We 
shall see this illustrated in later circuits®

26
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4.2 Circuit Configurations
Let us assume that the final stage, is common emitter (per

driving stage, Qg.

4.2.1 Emitter Follower

A popular connection is the emitter follower with Q-̂ and Qg 
sharing a common collector resistor as shown in Fig. 4.1. This is 
suitable for class A operations, but is definitely a poor choice for 
high-efficiency switching, since it increases the power losses in the 
final stage. When is in saturation, (the magnitude of) the voltage 
V-̂ across should be less than Vg. With Qg connected between the 
collector and base of Q̂ , however, = Vg + V̂ ; the increase in 
causes an increase of power dissipation in when the latter is "on".

Figure 4.1,
Emitter Follower, „ , 0

Chapter 3), and examine some of the possible configurations for the

Common Collectors
Figure 4.2 
Emitter Follower, 
Common Back-Bias-E -E
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An improvement is noted in Figo 4o2j, ■where Qg does not influence 

the saturation voltage of ^  order to turn both and Qg off^ 
reverse bias current̂  is supplied by through Ry the diode .
allows back-bias to be partially shunted around Qg and applied to Qio 
Unfortunately, the pre-driver stage must supply both the back-bias 1
current I4 and the necessary forward current Ig in order to turn the 
last two stages on0 I4 must be greater than the relatively large 
leakage current I^q of the final stage; I3, on the other hand, is 
rather small= For example, I4 might be k ma; if the saturation 
current: It were 4 amperes and each stage had a current gain of 50, 
then Ig would be 80 ma and would be only 106 ma0 The pre-driver" 
stage thus would be wasting a large proportion of its drive current 
in overcoming the back-bias current, I40 Evidently, continuing this 
cascade would not result in significant gairio

The proper emitter follower connection is shown in Figo 4,3 where 
Qj_ and Qg have separate collector resistors and separate reverse bias 
resistors. The exact values of base voltages during cutoffs would.be 
somewhat doubtful.

If the driving stage is connected common-base, the pre-driver stage 
will have to supply a large "on" current. Since we wish to obtain the. 
maximum current gain in each stage, the common base configuration may well 
be ruled out for the driving stage.
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Figure 4.3, Emitter Follower with Separate Collectors and Separate 
Back-Bias (acceptable)

Input

4.2.2 Common Emitter
We are left with the coramon-emitter configuration. The circuit 

of Fig. 4.4 is inadequate because no back-bias can be applied to Qi unless 
the emitters of and 02 are returned to different voltage levels, as 
shown in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b. In Fig. 4.5b, is a silicon diode which 
exhibits several tenths of a volt drop with only microamperes flowing 
through it; unfortunately, D-̂ must be a fairly husky diode capable of 
dissipating a few watts of heat when the full load current is on. The 
configuration of Fig. 4.5a has two disadvantages:

1. the positive voltage supply must be capable of supplying moderate 
current, since Qg is on when is off and presumably back-biased 
by this supply;
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2. a third voltage supply will be necessary in order to back- 
bias Qg should it become necessary to insure that this stage 
is fully cut off.

The second disadvantage is common to both Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.5b, namely, 
that a "ladder" of voltages is required to properly cut off successive stages. 
The main advantage of Fig. 4.5 is the low impedance from Q^s base to ground 
during cut-off, allowing higher Vce and faster turn-off time.

Figure 4.4, Common Emitter, Direct Coupling

-E

Figure 4.5, Common Emitter, Direct Coupling with Back-Bias
(a) (b)

-E-E
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The most direct analogy with vacuum tube DC amplifiers is 
shown in Fig. 4.6. Here, the voltage divider Rg and R3 allows the 
base of Qg to be driven positive for complete cutoff even when the 
collector-to-emitter voltage of Qg is somewhat negative during 
saturation. The principal drawback of this connection is the fact 
that the driving transistor must deliver much more current (when "on") 
than the final stage requires (see Appendix III for full analysis).
In other words, there is a large percentage loss of current gain in the 
coupling network. Appendix III demonstrates that in a typical case, 
the loss amounts to 50$; unfortunately, we are still at a moderately 
high current level where any such losses greatly increase the diffi
culty of design. It should be noted that vacuum tubes are not so 
susceptible to these losses, since the input impedance of each stage 
may generally be treated as infinite.

Figure 4.6, Common Emitter, Resistive Coupling

-E
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In Fig. 4.?, the coupling resistor Rg has been replaced by a 
diode, D1# This is a silicon Junction diode which exhibits a forward 
voltage of a few tenths of a volt over a wide range of forward currents; 
its behavior, therefore, simulates a battery with a very low impedance. 
The low impedance reduces the coupling losses to a small fraction of the 
losses resulting from resistive coupling, thereby combining the advan
tages of Figures 4.4 and 4.6 without any of the disadvantages. Moreover, 
this connection can be continued in a cascade without any additional 
power supplies.

Figure 4.7, Common Emitter, Diode Coupling (acceptable)

+E*
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In Pigo 4o8p complementary transistor is have been arranged in a 
configuration impossible to achieve with vacuum tubes, simply because 
vacuum tube complements do not exist0 The coupling resistor Rg now 
serves three purposes:

lo it protects Qg from excessive collector current flowj 
2 0 it'enables Qg to go into hi^t efficiency saturation;
3o it produces a voltage "V" which varies from essentially zero :, 

to -E, and which therefore can be used readily for feedback 
control purposeso 

This configuration has two advantages vis-a-vis Pig* 4*7:
lo the circuit has extremely high efficiency (since both Qj.

and Qg are "on" simultaneously);
20 a large feedback voltage is developed0 

It has three disadvantages compared with Pigo 4o7:.
lo one extra power supply (-E", where E" is greater than B) 

is required to back-bias Qg;

2 0 Qg must be HPN;
3o Qg must withstand the full voltage E when in cutoff, rather than 

just a volt or soe
The need for several feedback voltages will influence our later choice of 
the circuit of Fig„ 408 in preference to Pigo 4o7, in spite of the apparent 
simplicity of the lattero
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Figure 4.8, Common Emitter, Complementary Cascade (acceptable)

-E

4.3 Switching Speed

The turn-on time of the final stage can be reduced by inserting 
an inductor in series with in Fig. 4.7> or a capacitor in parallel 
with Rg in Fig. 4.8. Neither of these additions will reduce the turn
off time, however, which depends almost completely on the reverse bias 
current available from E* and Rg. Switching time considerations may be 
neglected for the driver and pre-driver stages, since these will be 
faster transistors than the power transistor used in the final stage. .



Chapter 5 
CONTROL SYSTEMS

7
5ol System Requirements

In the light of the previous chapters, va are ready to-review 
and to summarize the required control system characteristics, hearing 
in mind the fact that this local system may be only a portion of an 
overall feedback system,

1„ The local system must guarantee that the output (and 
possibly the driving) transistors are always in the 
switching mode, either fully ON or fully OFF, This is 
equivalent to the "snap~aetion" of a mechanical switch.
Any loss of smap-aetion, as previously shown, will result 
in high power dissipation and destruction of the final 
stages of the controllerj maintenance of the snap-action, 
on the other hand, will enable us to achieve the original 
goal of high efficiency,

2, The local system must oscillate rapidly between the ON state 
and the OFF state. The proportion of. ON time, previously 
defined as "pon", must vary in response to a low-power DC 

input signal (Fig, 5,l),

35
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3o It is desirable to have the switchihg frequency relatively 
constanto (Switching frequency has been defined—as the. 
reciprocal of the total time, T, for one ON-OFF cycle.)
A rise in frequency may result in excessive dynamic losses 
per Chapter 3. A drop.in frequency, on the other hand, may 
introduce an excessive time lag in the overall control system, 

f aggravating closed loop instability^•moreover, any filtering  ̂
that follows the final stage may become ineffective.

4. The relationship between average output power.and DC control 
signal should be smooth and monotonic, exhibiting no discon
tinuities or hysteresis; any multivalued region of control 
might cause instability in the overall closed loop system. 
Furthermore, the output versus input characteristic should 
have the form of Fig. 5.2, with the control region as linear 
as possible, and with the output.at either zero or maximum • 
outside the control range. If the control region is non-linear, 
then the gain (and therefore the. stability) of the overall system 
will depend on the operating point.

5. The system•must be reliable. It must be insensitive to varia
tions of components within specified limits, whether--these, 
variations are due to manufacturing tolerances, or aging. It 
must operate properly In spite of voltage fluctuations, ripple 
in. the power supplies, etc. .
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Figure 5,1, Instantaneous Output Voltage 

ON

eoutt OFF
T time

E^n increasing with time 

Figure 5.2, Average Output Voltage

maximum- output
zero output

control
region in

Figure 5.3, System #1

Bistable
Multivibrator

power switch
line frequency
reset pulse
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5«2 System #1

The first system that was developed to meet the above requirements 
is shown in Figure in semi-block diagram form. The control voltage,
Eis charges capacitor Ci through resistor until the capacitor . 
voltage, ep, reaches the triggering level of the bistable multivibrator; 
when the multivibrator is triggered on, the power switch stages also 
turn ON, delivering power to the load® Periodically, a reset pulse 
discharges Cp, resetting the multivibrator and turning the output OFF®
As increases, Cp charges more rapidly to the multivibrator8s trigger 
level, increasing the proportion of ON-time between reset pulses ■
(Fig® 5°t)o Note: for convenience; all transistors are shown NPN®

Several deficiencies are immediately evident® First of all, 
this scheme is a fairly complex system rather than a simple circuit® 
Besides the three transistors shown in Fig® 5.3, two more must be used in 
the multivibrator and perhaps one or two more in the reset pulse 

- generator; later circuits will achieve a far greater economy of parts® 
Secondly, full power cannot be developed since the multivibrator must 
be OFF for some fraction of"the total time no matter how large the 
control voltage may be® Finally, the input-output relationship 
is extremely nonlinear (Fig® 5*5.)» In sum, this system represents, a

■ ' iff ■■ 0 . .

brute force" approach to the problem, with the components arranged 
in a straight-line functional sequence® The circuits to be described 
later exhibit a degree of elegance in that they utilize only a few 
components for multiple purposes®
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Figure 5>̂ » Waveshapes in System #1

&nd ! • • • • • LOW• • • • a • • • • •MELXUM* • • • .HIGH....

multivibrator 
trigger level

f
reset pulses 
act here

time

Figure 5.5, Average Voltages in System #1

E'L

E1



It is interesting to note that this system has an operational 
similarity to magnetic amplifiers0 In the latter, a small direct current 
sets the "trigger" level, namely, the point in the cycle at which 
the core goes into saturation and allows power to be delivered to 
the loado The magnetic amplifier has a built in "reset" action . 
determined by the line frequency» It also has the characteristics of 
snap-action, relatively linear control, etc*
5„3 System #2
5»3«1 Principles of Operation

The second circuit that was developed is Shown in Fig=, 5<,6°
This circuit attempts to combine the functions of the separate "blocks" 
of Figo 5 = 3 into one, compact arrangement = and Qg 8X6 the driving 
and output transistors, respectively! they are regeneratively connected
so that Qg exhibits the desired snap-action as followss the--loop. . '
Ci-Ri-Qi-Rg-Qg-RiL a high frequency voltage gain greater than unity,, 
so that regeneration occurs whenever Qg is out of the switching mode. , 
The presence of blocking capacitor Cj_, however, prevents the feedback 
from maintaining the transistors at an end pointj eventually the feed
back is reduced enough to allow the circuit to emerge from the switching 
mode, at which time regeneration switches the transistors to the opposite 
stateo The circuit is therefore an astable multivibrator6 The relation 
of the ON time and OFF. time is established by the control current 
(Eji and R%); the control current may be enough to maintain the circuit 

either ON or OFF permanently# or it may allow astable. operation while: 
favoring one of the teminal conditions» ' .
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The values of the components are chosen as followsi 
Eg —  less than RL (min)xhprĝ Qg(min) —  maintain Qg in saturationi 
R] —  less than Rgxhpg, ""- allow Qj saturation̂  Eg & E8
maintain Qg cut off when Q̂  is offe Quantitative design procedures 
will be illustrated later»

5.3*2 Analysis
Consider the approximate equivalent circuit of Fig. 5*7> '

illustrating the currents that flow at the Control Mode, "CM", at the 
base of Qj_ = Because of the base-emitter diode of and the external 
diode D^,there is essentially no voltage appearing at CM so that this 
point may be considered as having a zero impedance to ground. . The 
combination of and therefore may be replaced by a current generator. 
1̂ , with the shunt conductance insignificant. Now I is the current. 
flowing into the Control Node; when I is less than zero, and therefore 

are cut off; when I is greater than some value 10,sufficient current 
flows in Q-l and therefore In; Qg to saturate Qg; when 0< I< I0, Qg is 

partially ON so that the switch will regenerate either to OFF or to ON, 

(see Fig. 5.8). When the control current is between 0 and 1̂ , the 
circuit acts as an astable multivibrator since the final value of I lies 
in the unstable region; when 1̂  is less than 0 of greater than I0, the. 
switch remains OFF or ON, respectively, since the final value.of I is in 
a stable region. (The "final value" of I occurs when If, which follows 
a simple exponential decay, is zero.) We are, of course, interested-in 
the ON and OFF times that result when is in the control region between 
zero and I0.



Figure 5.6, System #2

Control Node 
Rl* ^
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Figure 5.7, Equivalent Circuit at Control Node of System #2
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Figure 5*8, System Response to Control Node Current

OFF transition ON
(unstable region)

0 I0  >-I

The sequence of events is as follows, assuming 0<Ii<Io :
1. The switch is assumed to be ON initially, so that e%, = E

and I>I0. If is positive and decreasing exponentially. 
When If has decreased to Iq - If then I = If + If = Iq,
so that the switch turns OFF,



Since is now zero, the. transition decreases by e/RjJ 
let us define this "change in feedback current" as If*.
The design procedure has guaranteed that Ioi, so that
the switch is held OFF; Ig. - IQ - 1^ -- Xg.8 initially (this 
is negative), and increases toward zero; If = lfQ expC^t/R^C^) 
The switch turns OB again when. I reaches zero; this occurs 
when Xg. =-lf0 Knowing, the initial value and final value of 
the exponential decay, we may calculate the elapsed time; 
combining and rearranging the previous formulae yields;

t(off) - R^logg (1 + (Ifs - I0)/li) (5-1)

The initial OR value of If is now If8 - If (a positive 
quantity); the switch turns OFF when If has decreased to 
lo - If, (see step 1 above); since If still follows the 
exponential decay formula, we may again calculate the elapsed 

times

t(on) = . RiCiloge((lf6 - Ii)/(lo  ̂li)) (5-2)

The switch remains OFF as in step 2 above, and the cycle 

continues to repeat®
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5o3o3 Normalization •
Equations 5,1 and 5,2 are sufficiently complex so that they tend 

to obscure the relationships between the control current and the on-off 
times. It will be helpful to normalize these equations as follows:

1, Let "d" represent the normalizedj, non-dimensional input control 
current in such a way that d «= 0 is the center of the control 
region which extends from d = -1 to d = +1; when d > 1, the 
switch is fully ON; when d*~ -1, the switch is fully OFF,

2, Let "k" represent a feedback factor# also normalized and
' . . non-dimensional; such that k must be greater than 1 in
order that the circuit operate properly.

By reducing our equations to a normalized form; we will obtain a
family of curves with "d" as the abcissa, "pon" as the ordinate; and "k"
as the running parameter,

In this case; the normalizing.equations are:

IjL - (d + l)l0/2 -14d<U . (5,3)
v • ' • .

If1 = kl0 K k < o o  (5,4) .

Combining equations 5»1 through 5®4 yields:

t(off) = T%C(d * 2k-l)/(d + l)}
where

• T ’ : « ( 5®5)

t(on) = T%{(-d + 2k-l)/(-d + l)} (5.6)



In this form, it becomes immediately apparent that.the control 
region is radially symmetrical̂  replacing d by -d in one equation pro
duces the other equation= Also, we see that as d approaches -1, t(off) 
goes to infinity as expected, while d approaching 1 causes t(on) to become 
infiniteo For the entire range of inputs, the values of t(on) add t(off) 
may be calculated, from which we obtain pon = t(on)/T«, This may be done 
for various values of the feedback parameter k; the results are tabulated 
in Table I and plotted in Fig. 5»9* Because of the radial symmetry, only 
d> 0 need be tabulated and plotted; d = 0 always produces.50$ power; 
if d = 0.3 produces 60$ power, then d = -0.3 will produce 40$ power; etc.
In Chapter 1 we showed that with a resistive load, the proportion of "on" 
time, pon,equals the percentage of maximum power delivered to the load. 
Hence, the ordinate of Figure 5*9 represents both pon and the output power 
in terms of Pmaxo 

5.3.4 Useful Control Range

According to Table I and Fig. 5«9, the linearity of control and the 
useful region of control depend strongly on the feedback factor, k. When 
the input is near the limit of the control range |i.e, d~-1)# the output 
is very sensitive to small changes in input; the "gain" approaches infinity 
For practical purposes, we may define the useful control region as $8$ of 
the entire control ranges -0.98<d< 0.98. According to Table I, with 
k ="1.1, 92$ of the output lies within the useful control region, while 
for k = ■ 1.5 or 3, only 8l$ or 66$ of the output is controllable» ,
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Table I
Calculations for Control System $2

1
See equations 5«5 and 5.6, with T' «=. 1.

' ’ v • • •

/ \ . / \ _ i> of output^  ̂ t(on) t(off) T ^on . range

1.1  OoO 0.182 0.182 0.364 50
0.3 . 0.251 0.142 ■ 0.393 63.9
0 .6  0.405 0.118 O.523 77.4
0 .9  1.099 . o .ioo 1.199 .91.6
0.98 . 2.398 O.095 2.493 96.1 92.2

1.5 0 .0  0.693 0.693 ' 1.386 . 50
0.3 0.888 0. 57-1 1.459 . 60.8

. 0 .6  1=253 0.485 1,738 72.2
0 ,9  2.398 0.423 2.821 85.0
O.98 3.932 0.408 4*340 90.6 81.2

3,0  0 .0  1.609 1.609 3,218 50 ' ;
0 .3  1.905 1.404 3.309 57.6 .
0 .6  2.398 1.253 3.651 65.7
0.9 3.714 1.133 . . 4.847 76.6
O.98 5.303 1,104 6,407 82.8 65.6



The feedback factor, k, has been defined in equation 5=̂  as 
the ratio of change in feedback current to that value required to 
produce snap-actipn* Although the circuit response is moderately 
linear with k = Id, such a design is unsatisfactory; a small change 
in the value of some component of the circuit may cause k to drop 
below unity and the circuit will lose its £nap-action0 A more 
reliable design requires a k = 3 to accommodate the expected toler
ances in transistor gain, resistor values, etc* This increased 
feedback, however, produces a distinctly non-linear curve with only 
66% of the output in the useful control feglon. Although theoreti
cally we may control the output at any point, in practice the output 
is properly controllable only in a fairly narrow region about 50%»
With this circuit, the goals of reliability and linearity are at odds 
with each other; the greater the reliability, the narrower the useful 
control region.

5o3<>5 Experimental Results
Experimentally, a circuit of this nature was built and tested 

As expected, the control was undependable at the ends of the control 

range; an anomalous hysteresis effect was observed in these regions 
(Pig. 5°10)o Further investigation showed that the on-off cycles tended 
to "lock-in" to the line frequency at the control extremes, and would 
disappear completely rather than smoothly change time durations; this



Figure 5.10, Experimental Performance Curve of Control System #2

AEout

lock-in depended on small amounts of ripple in the imperfectly filtered 
power supplies. Furthermore, the finite impedance of the power supplies 
caused an unpredictable variation in the feedback which depended on the 
control point. Since our goal was a practical circuit which does not

i

depend on power supply characteristics, etc., this circuit was not in
vestigated further.

Transition
Before proceeding to the discussion of the final control system, 

we should indicate how the various systems were conceived. Only in 
system #1 was conscious synthesis involved, in the sense of having a 
logical plan of action; system #1 is a straightforward, "brute force" 
solution to the problem. The basic idea of using astable multivibrators 
with controllable triggering points was in itself a type of inspiration 
leading to system #2. When system #2 failed to behave properly, a con
siderable time elapsed before the final control system was developed.



The conception of the final control system was an abrupt act 
rather than a gradual evolution» The unconventional feedback system 
(described in the next chapter) was a product of intuition rather 
than synthesis; the analysis followed the intuition®

It is the author'S belief that most useful circuits are developed 
in this manner, namely early analysis, experimentation, and failure, 
followed by an incubation period culminating in an inspirational flash«_ 
Whatever mental processes were involved, the author can give no, logical 
reason for having attempted the configuration described in the next 
chapter» Its only justification, indeed, is the fact that it succeeded 
where system #2 failed <,



Chapter 6 
FINAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The circuit of Fig« 6*1 was developed to overcome the deficiencies 
of the previous circuits* It maintains the simplicity of a controllable 
astable multivibrator, while eliminating the poor linearity and inadequate 
control region of system #2* Also, it can be made insensitive to parts 
variations and power supply deficiencies, since the. reliability and 
linearity requirements are not directly opposed as they were in system #2* 
6*1 Principles of Operation

Briefly, the circuit has two feedback loops, one positive and one 
negative* The positive feedback is directly coupled, insuring the desired 
snap action of the power switch* The negative feedback is delayed through 
a low pass filter, so that it acts some time after the circuit transition 
has occurred; this negative feedback is enough to overcome the positive 
feedback, bringing the circuit out of the switching mode, thereby causing 
it to switch states repeatedly* The control current influences the amount 
of time required for the negative feedback to bring the circuit out. of the 
switching mode after haying Switched ON as compared with the time required 
after having switched OFF*

Once again, the approximate equivalent circuit shows a Control Node 
with essentially zero impedance tp ground (Fig* 6*2)* When the net current

51
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into this node. I, is less than zero, the switch is OFF; when it is 
greater than some value Iq, the switch will be ON (see Fig. 5.8) with 
03 and Qg in saturation. Note that Q% does not necessarily have to go 
to saturation; Qg being in the switching mode effectively reduces the 
loop gain below one.

In analog with Figure 5.2 and system #2, the current-! is- the -sum 
of the control current If and the feedback current; in this case, however, 
there are two feedback currents, ip (positive feedback) and in (negative 
feedback). When the switch is OH, ip = Ip = E/Rp; when the switch is OFF, 
ip is zero. To produce snap-action, the. inequality 3p> I0 must be satis
fied. The negative feedback current, ip, has some.value between zero and 

and Ip = Ey^pi * En2^ ^  approaches the former or latter value asymptoti
cally depending on whether the switch is OH of OFF, respectively.. This 
current follows a simple RC exponential curve with a time constant T° 
equal to C times the parallel combination of Rni and RnP. Since the: 
positive feedback causes the Control Hbde current to penetrate into the 
stable switching mode region by an amount Ip “ I0, the value of Ip must 
be greater than Ip - IQ to insure astable multivibrator action. We will . 

see later that the ratio of 1% to Ip>  Iq is.a convenient feedback factor 
that will allow the equations to be normalized with substantially the same 
simplicity that occurred with system $2. , . ,
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Figure 6.1, Final Control System
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Figure 6.2, Equivalent Circuit at Control Node
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Before proceeding with the analysis of switching times, let us 
note a few items of interest in Fig. 60lo First, the coupling resistors 
between Qi, Q2,and Qg are chosen to guarantee that a state of saturation 
at Qi will produce saturation in Qg and in Qga Second, the feedback 
resistors are assumed much larger than the other circuit impedances so 
that there is no loading effectj this assumption is only a convenience, 
since one.may account for loading by standard analysis techniquese 
Finally, back-bias networks must be used at Qg and Qg to maintain them 
in cut-offj these.networks are omitted from Figo 6„1 for clarityo 
602 Analysis

Let us obtain the values of the control current I-j_ that will maintain 
the circuit ON or OFF permanently®. When the switch is OFF (steady state), 
ip = 0, in = 3̂ , and ICO® Since. I = + ip + î , we.see that for the
OFF condition li< ' • When the . switch is ON, ip = Ip, in ~ 0, and 
I>I0j thus the ON condition requires I^> I0 - Ip. The control region, 
therefore, includes values of such that:

-V̂Ii-CIo - Ip (6.1),
Assuming that the control current Ij. is in the active control 

region as defined by equation 6.1, the sequence of events is as follows:.
1. The switch is assumed to be ON initially so that in is

decreasing toward zero. When I = ' 1̂ *>• •ip-*-in has
decreased to I0, the switch turns OFF. The value of in
at this instant must therefore be I - I -I. = I .. o p i no



20 After the switch has turned OFF̂ . doeSjnot change 

instantaneously because of ..the delaying action of 
capacitor Go InsteM, it; increases toward 1^ according 
to the relationship /î  = - I^)(l < exp(-t/^, )}o
The switch is turned 0W again when I. reaches-zero, 'ivei, 
when In «= -li (this is a positive quantity since is 
negative in the active control region)« Knowing the 
initial and final values of the exponential decayj,. we . . 
may readily calculate the elapsed times

t(off) <= T8 loge (l + (Ip = +'■%)) . (6,2) :
3= The switch is how 01 ahd In decays toward zero from an 

initial value of -Ij_,.(the final value of step 2)j 

in = exp(=t/Qig)» The switch turns >0EF when = n̂o 
(see step l). Again we may calculate the elapsed times ,

t(on) = . r  lo^: (-li/i^ Iop  :v (6, 3)

4, The switch remains OFF as in step 2 and’the cycle con» . 
tinues to repeat,

6,3 Normalization ' .
Once again we find that the general expressions are exceedingly 

cumbersome and obscure. With system #2* three currents appeared in.the . 
expressions for t(on) and. t(off)s and 1̂ * (equations 5,1 and 5,2),
Ky taking the ratio of two Of the currents to the thirds We were able to 
reduce the equations to functions. Of two unknowns thereby Obtaining a



single family of curves o "Die same technique may be applied here even . 
though four currents appear in equations 6o2 and 6o3P:if we observe 
that Ip and Iq always occur in the form Ip =• Iq̂  and therefore may be 
treated as a single variable« ThuSj, we. may obtain useful general 
information by normalizing the above awkward equationŝ j s

As in Chapter 5, we will let "d" be the normalized input parameter 
linearly related to d = 0 represents the center of the control band 
which extends from fully OFF at d = =1 to fully ON at d = lo Againj, "k" 
will be the feedback factor which must be greater than dne for proper 
operation! both d and k are non-dimensional=

In this case the normalizing equations ares -
In = k(lp - I0) K  k<do (6.4)

li = (1/2)(Ip - .I0)(k(d-1) - (d+lj) . I 4 d 4 l  (6d5)

Combining equations 6.2 through 605̂  we obtains

t(9n) = v M E h i f E }  (6-6)
; t ( o f f )  = (6 .7)

It is now a straightforward task to tabulate and to graph equations 

606 and 6o7» with the output given as a function of "d'% and %" acting as
the faailial parameter (see Table II and Figure 6.3 )o Since the graph

exhibits the seme radial, symmetry as Figure the remarks immediately 
subsequent to equation 0.6 are equally applicable here.
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Table II
Calculations for Final Control System

. See equations 606. and fiof j, tilth
.• T”. =' 1 ■'

k d t(on) . ' t(off) : T .^Pon
1.1 Q 3=045 . 3=045 , 6=09 50=0

=3 3=386 2=796 6.18 .54=7
=6 3=932 2.602 6=53 60=2
=9 5=303 ' , 2=443 % . 7=75 68=5
=98 . 6=909 2=407 , . 9=32 74=1

1=5 0 1=609 1=609 3=22 50=0
. =3 ' 1=904 : 1.405 ̂ : 3=31 57=5
=6 2=398 11253 ;; 3=65 65=7
=9 3=714 . 1=132 4=85 76=6.
=98 5=303 1=105 6.4l 82=7

3 0 =693 ' ■ =693 ; ■ 1=39 50=0
=3 =887 =570 : 1=46 . 61=0
=6 1=253 ,=485 1=74: 72=1=9 2=398 =422 . 2=82 85=0
=98 3=932 =409 4=34 90=6

2 1 0 =0953 =0953 =191 50=0
, =3 =1328 =0741 . =207 64,=1
=6 =2231 =0666. =284 7806
=9 06932 =0512 : =744 93=1
=98 1=7918 =0488 1=841 97=4

i> of output 
• range

48=2

65=4

81=2.

94=8



6dU . Comparison with System #2
The main difference between Fig6’s 5=9 and 6=3 is the effect of 

the feedback factor = in the former, increasing "k" causes the control 
curve to become more nonlinear} with ever larger portions of the output 
excluded from the useful control region (previously defined as 
-0=98< d< 0=98)» In Fig = 6=3# however, increasing "k11 has exactly 
the opposite effect= Since a large "k" is desirable for reliabilityp 
we find that the goals of uniform, linear control and of gOod relia
bility can be met simultaneously with this circuit configuration=

For example, let us consider the two circuits when k is chosen 
as three= In system #2, 65=6$ of the output range lies in the, useful 
control region (per.Table l)= In our final system, 81=2% of the output 
is included (Table Il)j if it is necessary'toinclude even more of 
the possible output range, the feedback may be increased without 
restriction,, '

Increasing the feedback has the secondary effect of widening 
the control band in terms of non-normalized currents„ Referring to 
equation 6=5, we may calculate, the difference between the value of 1̂  
required to hold the switch ON (d=l) and the value for OFF (d==-l)s

li(ON) - lilOFF) .» (Ip-l0)(k-l) (6=8)
Thus, if Ip-I0. is 1 may the control band is 2 ma wide for k=3, 
and 20 ma wide for k=2l= The increased demand on the driving amplifiers, 
however, is a small price to pay for the advantages of reliability and 
relatively complete control at any desired output power = The loss



of gain can easily be made up in an earlier portion of the full control 
system.

Let us review and summarize the design requirements of the feedback 
section (Fig,*s 6,1 and 6,2), First, of course, the coupling and back 
bias resistors must be chosen, beginning at the load Rr and working 
back to Qg and the coupling resistors, as preyiqusly mentioned, 
guarantee that with the smallest expected value Of and the minimum 
expected values of DC current gain in each transistor, going to 
saturation will throw and into saturation. The current I0 
is the maximum current required into the base of Q^.to bring it to 
saturation. The positive feedback current. Ip, must be greater them IqJ 
this will assure snap-action. In the circuit of Fig, 6=1, Ip is 
approximately E/Rp ,

The value Of 1̂  is chosen to yield the desired linearity.
The safest procedure is to assume at this point that I0 is zero.
In this case, 1% = kip (equation 6,4); Ip is known', and k is fixed 
by linearity requirements (Fig, 6,3), giving the value of 1̂  immediately. 

In Fig, 6,1, Ijj is approximately E/(R^ f R̂ g), The assumption that 
3L is zero will produce a somewhat higher value for k than would be;u .. •• ' •’ V
obtained otherwise, since k 1̂  /(Ip*Iq)‘per equation 6,4, . ..

Now the values Of the input current 1̂  may be calculated by using 
equation 6,4 to eliminate k from equations 6,5 and 6,8; the effect on 1̂  
of possible variations of IQ,. Ip, or will then be evident.

The final item in the feedback design is "G"; this governs the ;



speed of multivibrator action. First we must note that the minimum: 
total time for one cycle ("T") occurs at 1=0# in the middle of the 
control band (see Table II); this corresponds to the maximum frequency 
Table III lists the normalized maximum frequency as a function of k;' 
the actual frequency# f(max)# is l/T? times these values# where 
T" has been def ined as C RnlRnp/ -t- R^p ). Thus# C may be chosen 
to provide a range of actual switching frequencies compatible With 
the response time of the load# the speed of the other parts of the 
control system# and the dynamic losses in the high-power transistor Qg



Table III . ..
Maximum Switching Frequency of Final Control System

See equations 606 and 6=7# 'with d = 0 (middle of control band),
T" f (max) = . T* = 1 ,• : .

t(6n)+t(off) 2 j~ k+1
k«l

k T8 f(max)
. 1.1 . O b 16.42 .

1.2 ' ' . 0,2085 . ‘

1.3 0.2455
1.4 O.279
1.5 : 0.311
2 . 0.455'
3 ' • 0.722 . .

5 ' . ;■ 1-233
9 • 2.24

. 21 5-25
41 ' .. . IO.25,
large



•Chapter 7 
SPECIFIC DESIGN

A specific example of the,circuit described in"Chapter 6 is 
shown, in Fig. 7«1» As mentioned in Chapter 2, this is the final sectibn 
of a temperature control, system. The entire system is shown on drawing 
.6475̂ 9 of the Hughes Aircraft Company,, Tucson̂ , Arizona; since work 
on this device was performed on Air Force contracts, using Hughes 
facilities, proprietary rights are assigned to them.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the load is essentially a resistance 
whose value is about 8 to 12 ohms; the load voltage supply is chosen as . 
28 volts to satisfy the load power requirements. Let us trace the 
design procedure for the circuit of Figure 7ol, utilizing the procedures 
developed in Chapters 3#4, and 6. The transistor data in Table IV . 
will be used for reference.

For the transistor that is to switch the load current and voltage, 
type 2N174 was chosen (Qg)« Its maximum ratings comfortably exceed the 
circuit requirementst rated Vce is 70 volts, circuit Vce is 28 volts; 
rated Ic is 15 amperes, circuit Ic is 4 amps (assuming for a safety 
margin that the load resistance may.drop as low as 7 ohms); rated power 
is over 80 watts with ideal heat sinks, and 20 watts with normal heat 
sinks, while we showed in Chapter 3 that transistor dissipation in the 
circuit is about 1.2 watts. Actually a lower voltage; transistor can 
be used; type 2N441, essentially identical to the 2N174 except that

63
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Figure 7.1, Final Control System, Specific Example
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Table IV 
Transistor Data

2H17U s PUP germaniuiB, power| Delcô  Motorola, ete 6 
VGbos 60 volts max
vcess 70 volts max '
Ic 5 15 amperes max
Maximum power is obtained from Tj and Rpg

O '  . ■

Tj: 95 C max (operating temperature of collector junction)
o ■ - ' - - ' .... ' . '■ ‘ '. , .

RpS typ 0o5j) max O08 C/watt -{thermal resistance)
ICb0 @ 80 volts Vcbs typ 2, max S.millianpereS

@ 2 volts Vcb: typ 0ol ma
hpg (DC.current gain)5 @ 4 amperes I-: typ 40

@ 5 amperes lc: min 25s max 50
Vbe for 4 amperes Ic § typ 0,6 volts
fQ_ @ 5 amperes I.: typ 10 kilocycles per second

. .

Rise time, fall times- 15 microseconds (in switching mode with
heavy overdrive)

Saturation voltage V^s. typ 0»3» max, 0 =>9 volts (with heavy oyer^iye)

This information was obtained from Delco8s specification sheet 
dated March 1959 and. confirmed by laboratory measurements extending 
over a period of several yearsa .

(continued)



(Table I?, continued)

i NPN germanium, switchingj; RCÂ  GES  ̂etco 
Vg%g: 2$ volts max 
In; 400 millisenperes max 
Pcs 120 milliwatts max 
Î bQ @ 25 volts Vcbg 25 microamperes 
hfe @ 20 milliamperes Ics. 70 
fabs 13 megacycles per second

This information was obtained from "Transistor Characteristics Tabulation 
Derivation and Tabulation Associates? West Oranges Hew Jersey^
March 1960c

2H 369 i PHP germanium, general purpose | Texas Instruments 
Vcbo° 30 volts max
ICS 50 ma max - .
Pc8 150 mw max (100 mw in free air)

Icbo @ 30 volts Vcbs typ 7, max 20 ua : ^
@ 5 volts Vcbs typ 5 ua • 

hfg @ 1 ma Ic8 min 49, typ 55 to 95» max 142 

fab; lo3 megacycles per second

This information was Obtained from TI"s specification sheet dated 
March 1958 and also from DATA (ibid), and confirmed by several years 
of laboratory measurementSo :
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the 2N44l's Vcb is 40 volts max, has been used without difficulty#
7*1 Saturation Calculations

First we must make sure that transistors Qg and Qj of Fig. 7.1 
will be in saturation when is. Working backwards from the load, 
therefore, we can calculate the values of the coupling resistors 
(Fig. 7.2). Since may be as low as 7 ohms, may be as high as 
28/7= 4 amperes. Therefore, should be at least 4/40= 0.1 amperes 
(typical hpg at 4 amps is 40). For safety, we assume that hpg may drop 
as low as 25; this value is guaranteed by the manufacturer as the minimum 
gain at 5 amps, and is therefore a pessimistic minimum at 4 amps, 
since the current gain is higher at the lower currents. Our pessimistic 
value for Ig is 4/25= 0.160 amps. During saturation, the drop across 
Qg will be negligible, and the base-to-emitter drop at is only 
0.6 volts, so that virtually the entire 8 volts of supply voltage will 
appear across Rg, yielding a value for R^ of 8 volts/l60 ma = 50* ohms. 
This resistor, incidentally, must dissipate 1.28 watts when the switch 
is ON, so that it should be rated at 2 watts; all other resistors are 
half-watt types.

-28vFigure 7.2, Saturation Currents
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Continuing the saturation calculations (Fig, 7o2), we must 

determine the requited value „qf 3̂ , therefore Transistor
(the 2N1091) was chosen solely for its maximum Ic rating of 400 ma, 
well in excess of the circuit's requirement of 160 ma0 Note that we 

deliberately do not use the 28 volt supply for the next-to-last stage/, 
but rather use a lower voltage (8 volts); this strategem allows us ’ 
to employ a driver transistor whose rating is only 25 volts*
The available data gives an AC current gain of 70 at 20 maj the DC gain
at 160 ma may be somewhat lower* For safety, we assume a" gain of only
20; therefore, 12 must be 160/20= 8 ma, and Rg is 8 volts/8 ma = 1 kilobm0

Finally, with hpgCQ^) = 50, the value of 11 necessary to produce
8 ma of 12 is about 8 ma/50 = 160 microamperes 0 This represents the 
largest expected value for Iq, the Control Node ON current of our 
generalized, circuit of Fig* 6*1* A more typical value woul@ be cal
culated on the assumption of hp^Qg) = 50, giving I0 = 160 ma/(50)(50) *= 
64 microamperes*

Before leaving the saturation calculations, we must check the 
various transistor dissipatioris when the switch is ON* vThe final stage, 

will have abput 0*3 volts drop with 4 amps flowing, giving 1*2 watts, 
collector dissipation (see Chapter. 3) *> As previously mentioned; the 
transistor can easily handle many times this power even with normal 
heat sinks, so that very little temperature rise will be encountered*
Also recall that the base-to-emitter power is a small fraction of
the power dissipated at the collector junction, so that we may disregard

the former*
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Going on to the driver stage, Qo> we may assume that the voltage 

drop here will be about 0ol to 0o2 volts (we do not have adequate data 
on this transistor, but a low-level switching transistor with the heavy 
overdrive that we are using should not have, more that the above saturated 
voltage drop). Therefore, the dissipation will be about 0,2 volts 
times 160 ma - 32 mw, well within its rating of 120 mw.

Finally, we note that the first stage, Q-̂  is the Only stage that 
may be operating out of saturation, since the switch triggers when ̂ 2 
comes out of saturation rather than when Qj_ does. Therefore we must check 
the worst possible condition, namely, when the 8 volts divides equally 
between the transistor Q]_ and its load resistor Rg; at this time the 
transistor power is h volts times U ma = l6 mw, safely Within its rating 
of 100 mw.

In conclusion, we may say that no dissipation problems exist.
Also, the total circuit dissipation is the 1,2 watts of Qj plus the log 
watts in R3 plus negligible dissipation elsewhere, while the output 
power is 4 amps times 28 volts = 112 watts, so that the net circuit ■; 
efficiency is about 100$ minus 2,5/114,5 * $%,88$, in accord with our '
goal of high efficiency. Even with a higheir load resistance the net 
efficiency remains high. For example, for %  = 28 ohms, %  = 1. ampere, 
V(Qg) = 0,1 volt̂  P(Q3) = (0,l)(l) c Ool watt, so that P(circuit)= l,4, 
while P(load)= 28; the overall efficiency would be i00$- 1,4/29,^ = . 
,95-o24$, , ; '
7,2 Reverse Bias Calculations

The second design step is to guarantee that all transistors are 
cut off when the switch is OFF, Resistors and R^ must carry the
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Figure 7.3, Cutoff Currents -l6v

-8v

+8v

leakage currents of the transistors and hold the emitter-base junctions 
in reverse bias under the worst expected conditions (Fig. 7*3)•

We notice that 3̂  passes through j is composed of two com
ponents, the leakage current of and that of Qg. From Table IV, 
we see that Ĉ> (2N1091) may leak as much as 25 microamperes (Icbo) 
at Vcb= 25 volts. This amount is negligible compared to the leakage 
of Qg which is in the milliampere region. From the manufacturer1s data 
in Table IV, we may surmise a value for the Iĉ 0 of Qg (2N174) of about 
3 ma maximum at Vĉ = 28 volts; laboratory tests indicate values of 
1 ma max, 0.3 ma typical. Since in practical transistors, Iĉ 0 approx
imately doubles for every 10°C rise in junction temperaturewe must 
find the expected temperature of the Qg collector junction. We obtained 
above a dissipation of about 1.2 watts for Qg. The thermal resistance 

of the transistor plus a minimal heat sink will be about 3°C/watt,
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so that the expected temperature rise of the jxmction above ambient 
will be about 40C» If we include a rise of l60C ambient temperature,
ICbo of %  will be about 1„2 ma typical, 4 ma maximum» The Original de
sign had ly = 750.ohms, so that slightly over -10 ma could flow through 

before came out of reverse bias <, For reasons to be explained
later, it was necessary to raise the value of R_ to 2 kildhmsj a 

. - ' - ' > " - ; 
maximum leakage of 4 ma, therefore, is all that can be.tolerated«
Eight of these units have been in continuous operation for over a year
without any difficulty on this score; we conclude that the manufacturer's
"maximum" specification was a pessimistic one, and the safety factor
of 4 ma/ 1,2 ma = 3°3 is sufficient.

By the same reasoning, we find that 14 is.the sum of the. leakage
currents in Qj and Qg, which is less than 50 pa. Even, if the temperature
of each transistor rises by 30°C; 1̂  is less than 2̂  times $0 ̂ ia - ,4 ma.
Since the maximum current in Rv is 8 volts/6,8K « 1,2 ma before Qg ’
loses its reverse bias, the safety factor is more than adequate.

Before leaving the subject of reverse biasing, two points should
be noted. First, this method of reverse bias can be used only when the
maximum collector-to-emitter voltage is not exceeded (Chapter 3)l this
restriction is observed by each transistor. Second, part of the oh
current of each transistor is diverted into the back bias network
of the next transistor, so that we have just that much less current
available for turning on the next transistor. Therefore, we should
return to recheck that Ig (8 ma) is much greater than the current in
R^ (l,2 ma), and that I3 (160 ma) far exceeds the current in R  ̂(4 ma).
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With due consideration for the magnitude of the safety factors used in 
the saturation calculations, we conclude that no problem exists.
7*3 Feedback Calculations

The third and final step in the design is the selection of the 
components in the feedback network (Fig. 7*̂ )* Note that the senses 
of the currents of Fig. 7«̂  are reversed from Fig. 6.1 because we are 
using a PNP power transistor.

In our saturation calculations, we arrived at a value of 6k jua 
nominal (l60 p.a maximum) for IQ, the current into the base of Qq_ 
that will guarantee that Qg will go into saturation. Therefore, 2p 
(the value of ip when the switch is ON) is chosen to be about twice

Figure 7.̂ , Feedback and Control Currents
-28v

-8v

r7A r7B
AAA——VW
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the maximum value of Ipf i0e0> R5 = 8 volts/300 j&a, = 27 kilohms =
The safety factor here has.two effects* First; it assures us that 
transistor variations will not allow a loss of snap-aetion, which would 
destroy the last two transistors immediately» Second, sufficient 
overdrive is provided under any normal conditions to assure a maximum 
speed of switching of the first two .transistors, so that any excessive 
turn-on or turn-off time of the final transistor is: due to its own lag, 
rather than being a fault of the driving signal from Qg0

The value of Ry (equal to the sum of RyA and Ryg ) was chosen 
to give a value of equal to Xp (300 thus. By = 28 Volts/300 jna
= 9k kilohmso The value of "k” (Fig, 6*3) is therefore, nominally, 
^/(Ip-Io) = 300/(300-64) = 1,27 ,

Diode was inserted in series with Rg to avoid ip reversing 
direction when Qg is back biased. Resistor Rg was added to shift 
the control point closer to zero by allowing a fixed bias current (
= 8 volts/27K = 300 jaa) to flow into the Control Node; it .should have, 
no effect on the circuit operation other than this linear translation.

The maximum frequency of oscillation is related to the time constant
.. .. ■ jg' . . .

of Cq_, RyA, and Ry^ per Chapter .6; T*. = ,0^7x10” x47K/2 = ,0011 seconds.. 
From Table III, with k = 1,27, Tv f (max) = 0,24 so that the maximum " 
frequency, f(max), is 220 eps. We should check the dynamic losses 

of the powfer transistor Qg as given in equation 3oio In the disctissioh 
following equation 3ol# we saw that the. dynamic losses of' this transistor 
were about a third of the maximum static losses when the frequency was : 

500 bps; since the frequency is actually 220 cps, the dynamic losses



may be neglected®

The final item to be analyzed is--the. range of control current 

■ requiredo From equation 605, vith = 3Q0 Iq = 64jaa (nominal)̂ , 
and k = 1,27 (nominal), we obtain ^(OEP) *= -300 jtia and 1̂ (019) =
-236 fia.0 Because of the added bias current 1^=300 pa, the actual input 
control current 8 is namely, zero for OFF to +64 p.a for 0No

The large, power gain of the switch is now clearly portrayed®
An input current swing of 6  ̂microamperes through an input resistor 
that has been chosen (for reasons not discussed) as 608K"repfesents 
a power of only (64x10"^)^(6o8k) «=;28 microwattsj this causes the output 
to swing 112 watts, for a power gain of four million or 66 db®
The gain itself is not so remarkable for a circuit Using three tran
sistors except for the fact that it is a DC gain* and the amplifier 
characteristics are not subject to the variabilities and uncertainties 
one usually associates with straightforward DC amplifiers*

7°5 General Remarks ~
Before proceeding to the experimental results,'it should-be. noted 

• ' ' ' ' / 
that the value of the feedback factor, "k", in this design is uncomfort-
ably low* A higher value of k would raise the operating frequency some

what, improve the linearity (Fig* 6*3), and reduce tbe dependence on 
individual transistor parameters and circuit voltages*

The low value of k led directly to a very puzzling phenomenon 
exhibited by some of the eight units builtj the entire control loop 
refused to deliver a steady output to the load, but oscillated from
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1 fully ON to OFF with a time constant of several seconds = The behavior
was exactly what would be expected if the power switch lost its propor
tioning ability-and acted only as a switcho In actual fact, the trouble 
was traced to the power switch, and the difficulty was a loss of 
proportioning ability due to internal impedance in the *8 volt power■ 
supply0 As can be seen in Fig, 7°1, this supply provided both the back
bias for and the "constant" bias current to the input» When the
switch turned OFF, less current was drawn through the Qg bias resistor 
(R̂ ), the supply voltage rose, and increased bias current flowed into 
the Control Node, tending to maintain the switch OFF0 Effectively, 
the power supply impedance raised the positive feedback to the point 
where the negative feedback could not overcome it, and the switch lost 

its astable multivibrator actiono The culprit was an electrolytic 
filter capacitor in the -*8 volt supplyj early successful experiments 
had used capacitors that were at the high end of an extremely wide 
tolerance, whereas later units apparently were made with capacitors 
whose capacitance was at the low end of the tolerancea Once the source: 
of the difficulty was isolated, corrective action was simplej the value 
of Rj was raised by a factor of three las mentioned earlier in this 
chapter), reducing the spurious positive feedback to a "negligible" 
quantitya Had a larger value of k been used in the initial design, 
however, this trouble would .never have develppedo

The only reason for the low design value of k is the fact that 
the design and manufacturing phases of this circuit were based on 
empirical results that did-not include 'the thorough theoretical analysis 
presented in Chapter 6=



Chapter 8 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The circuit shown in Fig0 7=1 has been incorporated into eight 
temperature control panel assemblies for use at the Hughes Aircraft 
Companyo One of these assemblies was tested in order to compare actual 
performance with that predicted by theoryo The circuit was discohnected 
from the rest of the assembly only at the control signal inputj all 
other connections remained undisturbed in order to simulate realistic 
operating conditions0 In particular^ the power inputs remained 
connected to the supplies already built into the panel assembly; 
the characteristics of these non-ideal power supplies significantly 
modified the theoretical circuit behavior <,
8 o l  Experimental Setup

The input voltage to the circuit of Fig. 7=1 was provided by 
a potentiometer across a battery and was monitored by a voltmeter0 
The output voltage was indicated by an instrument built into the panel 
assembly; this meter already had been provided with a low-pass filter 
that converts the pulsating load voltage to an average DC level0 

A variable voltage transformer was placed between ,the. panel 
assembly and the AC line to compensate, for variations lii line voltage 0 
This transformer was adjusted so that the panel meter indicated full 
scale when the circuit was fully ON,

76.
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A ten ohm load resistance was used for R̂ o Since the voltage 

across the load was thirty volts DC when fully 0%  the maximum load 
power was ninety watts (disregarding the small added power component 
due to power supply ripple)D 
8o2 Data

Table V lists the input voltages (Ê )- required to produce the 
specified outputs, which are indicated as a fraction of full scale 
of the panel meter? The pertinent power supply voltages.(E^, Eg, E^) . 
are also shown at selected points, with polarity signs omitted for 
clarity? Repeated runs were taken to insure the accuracy of the 
readings within the limitatipns of the monitoring devices0 The average . 
values listed in Table V deviate less than one significant figure ■
(or 1%, whichever is larger) from any of the values recorded during 
the test runs. The only exception to this statement is the input- 
output tabulation. The initial test run (performed when the circuit 
was first turned on) showed that approximately 3$> higher input voltage 
was required to produce the specified output. Since this same charac
teristic was exhibited on two successive days, it was attributed to 
the slightly reduced gain of the input transistor prior to full warmup, 
and therefore the data taken during the first run were thrown out.

The final column of Table V is a reduction Of the E^ column to "d", 
where d is the normalized input parameter ? The normalizing equation is 
d = 1.32 .

Before proceeding with an analysis of the input-output relationship 
of the circuit, two additional experimental data will be presented?
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Table V 
Experimental Data

Panel EiMeter

1.00 .95
O.98 .95
0.95 .94

" 0.90 . .93
O.85 .86
0.80 .85
0.75 .82
0.70 .77
O.65 .75
. 0.60 .70
0.55 .65
0.50 ... .59
0.45 .54
0.40 . .50
0.35 .46 .
0.30 .44
0.25 .42
0.20 .40
0.15 .26
0.10 ; .25
0.05 .20
0.02 .16
0.00 .is '

®1 ®3
lr§l (-28) (j8)

8 . 6  3 0 . 0  1 0 . 0

8 . 8  3 0 . 3  1 0 . 1

9 . 0  3 0 . 6  1 0 . 2

9 . 2  30.9 1 0 . 2

9.4 31.3 10.4

9.6 31.8 10.5
9.9 3 2 . 3  1 0 . 6

1 0 . 2  3 2 . 8  I Q i T ;

10:5 33.4 10.8

ii.o.i:'-;3469;::^i6^:

12.0 37=0 IloO

"d"

1.00
1.00
.98
.95 

. .78
. 7 6.68
.56
.51

■ .39 
. . 2 7

.12 

.00 
- . 1 0  ; 

- . 2 0

t; -.24 '
-°29
- .3 4  . -.68

- . 8 3 '

' m°93
-1.00



The minimum time for one full OH-OFF cycle was observed̂  -ylth Gn 
(Figo 7ol) equal to o047 mfd, the minimum time "T" v?as: 5°2 milli= 
seconds o As a check, Ci m s  changed to first »022 and then oOll mfd. 
yielding times of 2<>35 and lo28 ms respectivelyo As expected, the 
ms/mfd ratio was constant within the 10$ tolerahce on the capacitors 0 
Also, the actual maximum frequency was. 192 cps, which compares 
favorably with the value of 220 cps calculated in Chapter 7° Indeed, 
we would expect the operating frequency to be somewhat lower than 
the calculated value since the negative feedback path of Fig» 7°1 
has a slightly higher time constant due to the omission of the diode 
from the base of to ground (compare Figo 6ol)o

Finally,, the' rise.and fall, times of the output transistor were 
observed as 12 microseconds and 80 jus, respectivelyo The total switch? 
ing time was somewhat.greater than anticipated, due to the, decrease 
in back bias discussed in Chapter -7, hut the increased power dissipation 
of the output stage was not' serious«
8o3 Comparison with Theory

From the data in Table V, we may observe that the circuit is OFF U 
when the input current is less than 0o13 volts divided by the input 
resistor (608K), nahely 19̂  pa, which is sufficiently close to the 
desired value of zero0 For fully ON, however, the input current is 
°95v/6o.8K = l4o jna, considerably greater than the anticipated swing 
of 6U jaa for "to" calculated in Chapter 7= The discrepancy apparently 
indicates that the value of the Control Node current required to hold 
the switch ON is close to the high end of our design tolerance0
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In actual fact, this is not the case*- The Control Hode current 
(into the base of Q̂ ) may he calculated by the methods:pf the' preceding 
two chaptersp using the actual supply voltages listed ih Table %  and 
taking intd account the small voltage drop across the transistors when 
in saturatiotto The results ares l(Ol) - 6 p.a.g I (OFF) s 8!f|iaQ: :
Therefore, the swing in Control Node current isonly 8l.jaa, reasonably 
close to our anticipated value of 64 ua0 The input current swing is : 
considerably greater than the Control Node current swing principally 
because the negative feedback current, prdportidhal to rises 
drastically at the OFF end of the range»

In Figo 8ol, the output is plotted against the normalised input 
for the experimental data listed in Table V and fof the theoretical 
eases of k equal to 103 and infinity0,. Thei panel meter readings were 
taken to be equal to poa| in,actual fact, pon is a complicated function 
of all of the empirical voltages, but our approximation serves adequately 
to illuminate the important differences between the actual and the 
theoretical results0

First, we note that the experimental curve as a whole comes closer 
to the theoretical curve for k = oo than for k=lo3 o This may be; attrl- 

4 buted to the large. amount of ripple on the power supplies = The and 
Eg supplies each consist of a half-wave diode driving a.single filter 
capacitor (Fig," 8,2). The ripple in.these supplies is therefore in : 
the form of a sawtooth with the two supplies a half wave but of phase.

The main power. Eg, is full wave s.0: that its. ripple is a sawtooth at 
twice the frequency of the other supplies. Because of the difficulty
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Figure 8.2, Power Supplies
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-8v
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4000 mfd<48v

4000 mfd24v

-28v

in obtaining suitable high current inductors, no additional filtering 
is used in any of these power supplies. Hence, the peak-to-peak ripple 

is 5# to 20$ of the DC voltages. Obviously, such a large amount of 
ripple entering the network at three different places (and at three 

different "phases11) must affect the instantaneous network sensitivity 
to a fixed DC input signal.

The network would behave the same if the power supplies had 
no ripple, but the input had some peculiar composite ripple superimposed 
on its DC value. This is the familiar "dither" voltage used in servo
mechanism systems to eliminate nonlinearities, backlash, and dead spots. 
In our case, the main result is a linearizing of the k=1.3 curve; 
essentially, at any given actual input signal, the actual output is 
an average of the theoretical outputs in a small band about the nominal



theoretical input = From this point of view, power supply ripple 1 
is advantageous to circuit performance0

The second noticeable feature of Fig0 8<,1 is the occurrence of 
"steps" in the empirical curveo Dae discontinuities are not abrupt, 
but they do represent a change in local gain o They are caused by 
the "locking-in" of the ON-OFF cycles to the power supply ripple 
frequencieso This effect can be reduced by elimination of the ripple 
(which is impractical) or by raising the frequency of oscillation 
of the circuit0 At a higher frequency, the steps still appear, but 
they are much smaller and closer together»

The final comment pertains to the asymmetry of the plot.
At the high end, the response curve has an upward curvature in accord 
with the predicted performance curve, At the low end, however, the 
plot curves slightly upward Instead of downward,v This is directly 
attributable to the rapid rise of the negative feedback as we approach 
the OFF end of the control band, as. mentioned before. This smoothing 
out of the response at the low end is an advantage rather than a 
disadvantage,
8,4 Conclusions

In summary, we may draw the following conclusionss
1, The experimental response curve has the general form that Was 

predicted, but differs from the theoretical curve In various 
particulars,

2, Power supply internal impedance and ripple improve linearity
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by introducing the equivalent of a dither voltage at'the 
control input® %  no means do the limitations of practical 
supplies prevent this circuit from being used effectivaiy®



Chapter 9 
APPLICATIONS .

9=1 Present. Use of Final Circuit x '
In this thesis there has been outlined the development of a 

highly efficient power control circuit utilizing transistors»
As pointed out in Chapter 2, this circuit is .an element of a temper
ature control system which is completely described, on schematic 

drawing 6475^9 of the Hughes Aircraft Company, Tucson, Arizona0 
In Fig, 9ol, the major blocks of the system are indicated, with 
individual components labelled as they are in the referenced schematic 
drawing. It is illuminating to trace the system operation to see how 
the power control block fits into the overall scheme.

The load, is the heater winding of a small oven, A platinum 
resistance probe in the oven responds to changes in oven temperature; 
this probe is one leg.of a DC Wheatstone bridge which produces a DC 
signal in response to changes in the temperature of the oven. The 
output of the bridge is filtered by Cp-, (to remove any ripple induced 
in the long leads from the probe) and fed to a mechanical chopper,
The DC signal is converted by the chopper to AC, amplified by the AC 
amplifier, and reconverted to DC by the second section of the chopper, 
Sgg, This voltage is filtered by C15 (with a time constant of about 
0,5 seconds) and serves as the control voltage of the power control

85



Figure 9.1. Overall Control System
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section described in Chapter. 7j the output of the power control 
block is Rl« ,

The output voltage is also filtered by arid with a time
constant of about 15 ms# and the. resultant DC voltage is fed back to the 
unused side of the input chopper to serve as a gdiri control= .
Capacitor Cgg provides additional filtering with a time constant of 
about 50 ms„ For short time considerations, the gain of the electronic 
loop from the bridge to the load is governed by the ratio of to 
Rj2J this gain is nominally about 10000 Since the bridge produces
about 1 mv per degree centigrade > a rapid change in oven temperature

.0 ■ ' ■ ‘ ' .of 30 C is sufficient to change the output voltage from zero tp full
power (30 volts)* For long time considerations, on the other hand,
the DC feedback voltage is blocked by capacitor C^, which has (with
resistor R35) a time constant of 100 seconds0 Thus, the DC electronic
gain of the entire system is the open loop gain of the AC amplifier

: - 6 and power control section in cascade, or approximately 10 , so that
as little as 0o03°C will swing the controller from fully ON to OFF0

The limited short-time (“high frequency") gain prevents the system
(including the oven) from going into an unstable, oscillation, while the
.much higher long-time gain.prevents a steady-state error in temperature
that might be caused by changes in environmental conditions„ This type
of action has been labelled "reset" action by the Leeds and Northrup
Company, manufacturers of electro-mechanical temperature controllerso

In servo control terminology, the electronic system, omitting
the oven, appears in Figi, 9=2 as a DC amplifier with a lead network



Figure 9.2, Servo Equivalent of Control System
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in the feedback loop. Applying the usual formulas , we obtain in 
Fig. 9*3 the simplified equivalent circuit for the entire electronic 
system. Its behavior will be almost that of an integrator since the 
pole lies so close to the origin. The zero, however, insures stability • 
once the oven and probe are used to close the overall loop.

Returning to Fig. 9*1, we note that there are three lag elements 
in the electronic loop. It is only the relatively high frequency of 
oscillation of the power control switch that enables us to use
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a minimum of filtering at C^g and CgQ; so that the loop gain is below

ounity before the net phase, shift reaches 180 » Otherwise, the loop 
would be unstable, and the equivalent circuits of Fig„ es 9o2 and 9<>3 
would be meaningless,

A final note on the. effect of the feedback loop of Fig,’s 9*1 • 
and 9,2, We observed in Fig, 8,1 that the power control section has 
a nonlinear input-output relationship. Because of the "forcing" effect 
of the electronic feedback loopthis nonlinearity has a miniscule 
effect on the overall controller performance. The, only requirement 
which the power section must meet is the ability to control at any 
desired output power level; the electronic loop takes care of the rest,. 
9=2 Other Applications

There are many other uses to which the power control block could 
be put. One example is DC power supplies. Fig, 9=4 shows how the power 
control circuit can be used as a switch, between a DC voltage and an. LC 
filter. Assuming that the choke current. "I" never decreases to zero, 
the output voltage Eg will be the input voltage Ej_ times. pon, the 
proportion of ON to total time. The current I flows through the shunt 
diode when the power switch is OFF, and through the switch and supply 

when the switch is ON, The control voltage for the power switch 
may be derived from Eg itself; in which case the circuit becomes a 
highly efficient DC voltage regulator, or it may be derived frpm some 
Other source. For instance, if the power switch is operating above audio 
frequency, and the LC section can respond to changes in the audio fre
quency range, then the load may be a speaker coil, and we haye any.



Figure 9.4, Efficient DC Voltage Regulator
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audio power amplifier with good frequency response and with very high 
efficiency. Unfortunately, present low cost power transistors cannot 
be used for such high switching speeds without the dynamic losses 
becoming excessive. However, the concept of efficient power delivery 
through time modulation of a switched carrier may well prevail in 
audio power amplifiers.

9*3 State of the Art
A final word on switching circuits in general. The past few 

months have seen a tremendous reduction in the price of silicon control
led rectifiers, which will undoubtedly be the active devices used in 
power switching circuits in the future. At present, "SCR^s can be 
turned ON by a small signal applied to the input (gate) terminal, *
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but can be turned OFF only.by.removing the load current altogether* 
Two methods are presently used for turning off SCR®So In one case, 
the supply voltage itself is pulsating, eeg» the full wave rectified 
voltage shown in Fig* 9=58-= In the other method, a second switch is 

used momentarily to draw off the load current through a commutating 
capacitor (Fig, 9° 5b), The second switch may be a SCR, in which case 
it remains OR until the first SCR is turned OR again. Obviously, 
a new class of circuits must be developed to use these SCR's for 
power switching.

Recently, however, some controlled rectifiers have appeared.on 
the market that have the ability to be turned OFF by a suitable gate 
current. For these new devices, many of the transistor switching 
circuits will retain their usefulness with only slight modification. 
In particular, the final control circuit developed in'this thesis 
can be extended to control much higher powers with the same high 
efficiency if “gated-off"Controlled-rectifiers": become readily 
available,, d. - '



Figure 9.5, Silicon Controlled Rectifiers
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Appendix I
Power Dissipation in a Transistor Switch^

Figure 1.1, Waveshapes

t(on) | I t(off) Itf tj
T

Definitions:
Ip = peak transistor current = (E - Vcg)̂ R

peak transistor voltage E - h o *

tr, tf are rise time and fall time 

P average transistor power dissipation £ y V I dt
T oi f

93
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Basic Assumption; voltage and current behave linearly in time.

' Exact Formulas:
"On" period; P(on) = VcSXpt(on)/T
"Off" period; P(off.)= VpIcpt(off)/T "

"Rise" period; P(rise) =1 / Xvp-(Vp-Vcs)t ) dt
T Jo •. V.: . tf .

= &  ( %  * 2VcsIp + 2VpIcb + VcsIco)
Hr

"Fall" period; P(fall) = tf (VpIg + 2VCsXp + 2Vplco * ¥csIco)
.St

P = P(on) + P(off)~i P(rise) + P(fall)

Simplifying Assumptions;
P(off)«P(on); VCS< E  and (therefore Ip = E/.R, Vp = E)

Simplified Formula;

p = pmax(PonVcs/E + V6T) 
where Pmax = E2/R ..

Ppn = t(on)/T
• ts = tr ;+: tf



Appendix II ; .
Analysis of Transistor Behavior at High Vce

A switching transistor is reverse biased, with operation 
extending into its high voltage breakdown region0 The circuit is '.• -J ■ . o* - o
shown in Figure IIol* Figure II»2 is the Small-signal equivalent
c ir cult j the transistor has been replaced by its incremental collector -
to-emitter resistanceo A small shunt capacitance and a small series
inductance have been added to simulate the physical wire effects0
Figure II,3 superimposes the Static reverse bias characteristic °
curve and the load line (cf, Fig,3o6)j the transistor resistance "r"
is the slope of "the characteristic curve at the appropriate Quiescent
point. At Q points A.ahd B, r<0j at Â  Jrĵ R, while at B,. |r|>Ro At
the stable Q point C, r > 0*

We wish to investigate the circuit behavior at Q points A and B,
io -Analysis by negative resistance methods, is very difficult because the 

equivalent circuit contains two energy storage e l ementsWe do not 
need a complete solution, howeverj ftir'our purposes, it is sufficient 
to determine the stability of these points. If either point is stable, 

the transistor will destroy itself (see Chapters)« By examining the
poles of the driving point impedance Z 1 of Figure 11,2, we ma^ obtain

• is ■ - ythe desired information rapidlyj . if Z has a pole in the right half
of the s-plane, the Q point is unstable, . .
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Figure II.1, Figure II.2,
Circuit Configuration Equivalent Circuit

Figure II.3.
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The equation for Z iss

Z = (p + sC + ) =. (R + sL)y/[s2LC + s(“ + RC) + (l + |) } .

When L = 0, the denominator equals sRC + (i t R/r.) ̂ so that there 
is a single pole at s = -(l/R •+ l/r)/C. Since r is negative,, the pole 
will be in the right half plane when frj < R (Q point A)* emd in the left 
half plane when Jrj > R; therefore, A will be unstable and B will be stablea

When C = 0, the denominator reduces to s(L/r + (l + R/r )| the single 
pole is now at s p= ~(R + r)/Lo The same sort of reasoning leads to 
stability for A (where jrj < R) and instability for B. Notice that the 
stability of the two points has interchanged when we alter the relative ; 
importance of L and C; in either case, however, there is one stable 

Quiescent point»
When both L and C are zero, all Q points are stable| this is an . 

unrealistic case. Stability of Q points in a region of negative resis
tance can be determined only by including the reactive elements that 

inevitably appear in the circuit®
For the general case where neither L nor C is zero, the roots of 

the denominator are:

sl,2 - g j ,(R/L. + l/rC) - ( (r/l -l/rC)2 * fy/Lc f  } (ll®l)

This is a fairly complicated expression Whose values depend.on the 
relative magnitudes of L and C as well as R and r®
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Before analyzing equation Hoi further,:we must investigate the 
character of Co It is the wiring and load capacitance ..paralleled by 
the capacitance of the transistor. From the simplified equivalent 
circuit"1'̂ 0f Figure II.4, where the input impedance of the transistor 
is shown as approximately zero, we can readily derive the following 
equations I i = v(yf + gcc) + ĥ î , and î  = v yf j therefore 
i = v(gCc + yf(l-i-hf) ). Making the .substitutions1  ̂ yf = gc/2 + sCc, 
and gcc = hfgc/2, we obtain:

yce = i/v == (hf + l)gc + (hf + l)sGc (II.2)
2 :

The quantities gc and Cc are the collector-to-base conductance
and capacitance respectively;'they are ..both real and positive. The
parameter hf is the forward current gain from base to collector with
Vce held constant. With the polarity convention of Fig. II.4, h  ̂is
normally a positive quantity much greater than one. However, in the .
high voltage region, Ic decreases with increasing 1̂  (Fig, II.5) so that
hf is negative; its magnitude is usually greater than One and certainly.

1greater than jy. Therefore, the first term in equation II.2 is a negative
conductance; this is.the slope of the static characteristic curve of
Fig. II.3. The second term-is also negative (unless hf is exactly in
the Interval - K  hf < -i), so that at points A and B of 'Fig". -II-,-3,lth&:.

2
transistor presents a negative capacitance between its collector and

• ' I . ■ ‘ ‘ 1. . 'emitter, terminals as well as a negative conductance.. If the transistor
capacitance dominates the stray wiring capacitance, then the value
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of C in Fig. II.2 and equation II.1 is negative.. For a typical power 
transistor Cc will be considerably greater than 10 picofarads and the 
magnitude of hf at high voltages will be about -10 so that the tran
sistor 6 s negative capacitance will be hundreds of picofarads^. sw§anping 
out the stray capacitance of the wiring unless the latter is deliberately 
augmented by a physical capacitor,.

' ' ’ . -IWe now may return to equation II. 1.: Neglecting the constant
d

the two roots are of the form

s-l = -x + J' Sg_ = -x - f y *  i (II.3)

We hope to find at each Q point (A and B) that at least one of,the two 
roots has a positive real part. Only if this is so, can we expect the 
transistor to switch through these two high power Q points and stabilize. 

at the desired low power Q point, C.
If the capacitance C is negative per the previous discussion, then

(cf. equations II.1 and II.3) x = R/L + l/rC will be positive since the 
first term contains only, positive quantities while the second term is the 
product of two negative quantities. Therefore, only the foot s  ̂can be

p ' ■ ' ■ ■positive| this requires y > x «

y a (R/L - l/rC)2 - fy/tJO = (r/l)2 * (l/rC)2 - 2R/LrC - 4/LC

x2 = (R/L + l/rC)2 = (R/L)2 '+ (l/rC)2 + 2R/LrC

The inequality reduces to -l/.C > R/rC, or
l/(-C) >  R/(-r)(-C) (II.4)
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Note that we have rearranged the signs in equation XX=4 so that each 
term is arithmetically positive before cross-multiplying; otherwise, . '
the inequality might become reversed«. The final result, is s [r f > Ro .
Since this inequality holds only at point B, we conclude that point A
is stable, and the circuit will be self-destructive.

If C is made positive per the previous discussion, then either 6% ,
or sg could have a positive real part, since."x" may now be negative; 
the instability requirement enlarges to "either y > or x <  0o" The 
inequality y. > now becomes -l/C > -R/(-r)C (cf. equation 11.4), which, 
reduces to

}rj < Rb . . (II.5)

The inequality x =. R/L + l/rC < 0 reduces to R/L K  -l/rG l/(-r)G,
or ’

|r j < L/RC. ’ (II.6)
Either equation II.5 or II«6 must be satisfied at points A and.B in
order that neither point be stable. Equation II.5 is always satisfied at
A; if L/C is sufficiently large, equation II.6 will be satisfied,at B.
Thus, it is conceivable that neither A nor B. will be a stable quiescent .
point. This does not guarantee, however, that a stable oscillation may
nOt occur in the vicinity of A and B; investigating this last possibility.
would require more tedious analysis such as the isocline method^ which
is graphical and presupposes accurate knowledge of the magnitudes of the
circuit elements. '
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We may conclude by confirming the statement in the text that a 
switching arrangement such as shown in Fig 3&6 will probably be imprac
tical = Unless external capacitance is added, the net capacitance is 
likely to be negative, Quiescent point A will be stable, and the 
transistor will be destroyed rapidly by heatb Even if the circuit is 
tuned so that neither A. nor B is stable, an oscillation may occur which 
keeps the transistor in the high power region until it is destroyed0



Appendix III •
Resistive Coupling ;

. Transistors Q]_ 8.W- Qg are DC coupled via resistors as shown .in 
Figo 4o6o Cutoff and saturation conditions on must "be met; we wish 
to obtain a formula for the minimum current requirements on Qq „

The equivalent circuits of Figures III®1 and III<,2 represent 
cutoff and saturation, respectively, of Q]_, The senses of the voltages
and currents have been taken so that all quantities are positive for
PEP transistors.

In Fig. IH.l, Vg is. the saturation voltage of Qg, V]_ is the 
design value of back bias base voltage for and is the maximum
expected leakage base current of QqJ Ig is the unknown collector 
current of Qg. From "this equivalent circuit̂ - two equations may be

written: , ...
I2 = (E-Vg)^ - (V]+Vg)Gg (where G = l/R)

•I-L = (E'-V1)G3 - (V +̂Vg)Gg
In Fig. III.2, V̂-*' and I^s are the base drive voltage and current 

for Q̂ o For simplicity, the cdllectou leakage of Qg has_ been' assumed 
negligible compared with the other currents flowing through R-̂ and Rg. 
From this equivalent circuit, one equation m #  be written: -h v/'

= (E.Vi')/(R^Rg) . (e »*V^)G3 V':'/-;

102
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Figure 4.6,
Common Emitter," 
Resistive Coupling 
(repeated for 
reference)

-E

Figure III.l, 
Equivalent Circuit 
with Qo On, Q1 Off

-E

Figure III.2, 
Equivalent Circuit 
with Qr, Off, On

+E*
-E

+E*
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The previous equations may be solved for Ig as an explicit 

function of. the other voltages and currents, with only Rg appearing 
in the expression« After much tedious manipulation, the formula 
becomes;

Ig = ( a + bcRg - cRg )Rg . (lllol)

where a = (V^+Vg) (E+E' ) ( '  ) '
b = E+V1

d  = (E'-V^)(E-V^') - (E'+V]/ )(Vityg)

As stated, we have used Rg as the independent variable. In terms 
of Rg, the other resistors are given by

Rg = (E'-V^)% (111,2)
;;; . - '

R1 = Rg(.d - cRg) (II1o3)
( e + cRg)" ' '

where e = (E’+V-̂* )(V̂ +Vg)

The quantities a,b,c, and e are always positive since must 
be less than E®; and all the other V*s, E's, and I’s are positive; 
the quantity "d" might be negative. Prom equation 111,2, we see that 
Rg is always positive, so that we may disregard this equation. 
Equation 111,3, however, places a. restriction on the possible Values . 
of Rg, namely, that, "d." must be. positive, and that Rg must be less, 
than d/c. If these restrictions are hot met,:%  Will be a negative 
resistance which is physically unrealizable in this problem.
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Returning now to equation HI*I, we may let Rg range from zero .

d • . .to q and observe that Jq varies from plus.infinity to a minimum and
returns to plus infinitya At the minimum^ we have % 3̂ / B Rg = 0
leading to a quadratic in Eg, whose positive solutionis:

Rg(optimum) = a^ ( . J” 1 + bd"1 - 1 ) (111.4)
be . ' a ; .

If the optimum value of Eg (as given in equation 111.k). is used,•then 
the current requirements on Qg are a minimum.

• The implications Of this discussion may-be seen by examining .
an illustration where the parameter values are similar to those of 
a later circuit. We shall lets.
E = E* = 8 volts ■ • ;
Vi = ¥i* = V2 = 0.5 voits
I- = 0.004 amperes ,

, ' ' - ' ■ : .. : ' I^1 = 0.160 amperes
From equations III.4 and III.l we obtains . •
a = l6, b = 8.5, c = 1.23, d = 47=8;
Rg(optimum) = 6.32 ohms (assuming such a value could be obtained);
Ig(minimum)= 0.324 amperes 1,

As can be seen, Qg must supply a current (ig) about twice as great 
as the drive current (1^1) actually required by If the back bias
voltage requirement (V^) and/or the saturation voltage (Vg) is reduced 
closer to zero, then the value of Ig approaches Ij_e as Rg approaches 
zero. -' .
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